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Projected global warming is not uniform
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Projected global warming is not uniform 
Summer season in Europe from EURO-CORDEX
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Climate change simulation using COSMO-CLM (RCP8.5)

future period (2070-2099) - 


historical period (1971-2000)
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Why does this pattern occur?

future period (2070-2099) - 


historical period (1971-2000)
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Add changes to boundary 
condition to test if sufficient to 
induce pattern
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Vertical warming gradients decisive!

future period (2070-2099) - 


historical period (1971-2000)

Add changes to boundary 
condition to test if sufficient to 
induce pattern
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No vertical warming gradients in simulation - pattern not reproduced
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No vertical warming gradients in simulation - pattern not reproduced
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No vertical warming gradients in simulation - pattern not reproduced
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Vertical warming gradients included
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Vertical warming gradients adjust depending on region

temperature change
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Vertical warming gradients changes depending on region

temperature change



Strength of lapse-rate changes related to dryness

14Brogli et al. (2019a)



See also Joshi et al. (2008) or Byrne and O’Gorman (2013,2018)

Strength of lapse-rate changes related to dryness
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Conclusion: In COSMO lapse-rate changes largely govern summer 
surface temperature changes in Europe. 

? Robustness across different climate models ? 

? Different regions in the world ? 
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Summer Lapse-rate 
changes in Euro-CORDEX 

ensemble
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Summer Lapse-rate 
changes in Euro-CORDEX 

ensemble



Conclusion: In COSMO lapse-rate changes largely govern summer 
surface temperature changes in Europe. 

Robustness across different climate models  

? Different regions in the world ? 
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Land warming anomalies from global climate simulations
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Lapse-rate changes - Northern Hemisphere summer
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Vertical Profiles Northern Hemisphere
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Vertical Profiles Northern Hemisphere - Similar to Europe
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Lapse-rate changes - Southern Hemisphere summer
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Vertical Profiles Southern Hemisphere - Lapse-rate change difference evident



Conclusion: In COSMO lapse-rate changes largely govern summer 
surface temperature changes in Europe. 

Robustness across different climate models  

Different regions in the world  
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Vertical warming gradients changes depending on region
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Connection from 
lapse-rate to 
circulation 
changes?
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Connection from 
lapse-rate to 
circulation 
changes?
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EURO-CORDEX
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Geometry of  
lapse-rate changes
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Europe in CMIP6
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CMIP5
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EURO-CORDEX moist enthalpy
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Lapse-rate changes in 
Euro-CORDEX 

ensemble
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Lapse-rate changes in 
Euro-CORDEX 

ensemble
Same RCM - Different GCMs Different RCMs - Different GCMs
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Lapse-rate changes in 
Euro-CORDEX 

ensemble


